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THE MATADOR
He wipes the metal blade with the red cloth.
He stands erect with head back and sights
along the blade edge, his right elbow at head level
aiming for the thrust.
He strikes.
The pointed tip reaches the life fluid.
He withdraws the blade and looks at the thick
dark liquid as it drips from the end of the blade.
He sticks the blade back into the wound
and leaves it there.
"Doesn't need any," he says
and slams down the hood.

bob ragon
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charlie newton

mixed media

danny johnson

TWO UNRELATED, UNTITLED ETHNIC STORIES
1
For Christopher Hatt to walk the streets at night is an unusual occurence. People like
Christopher Hatt are usually oblivious to the dark, protected by locked doors, electric lights,
sleep. Theirs is the kingdom of the daytime, and they leave the night to whoever will have it.
But occasionally they have to pass through, as Christopher Hatt does now. He is a stranger
in his own realm, walking streets unfamiliar only in the hours they keep.
"Hey man. Got a buck?" asked the darkness of a doorway as Christopher Hatt passed.
"No," said Christopher without hesitation.
"Hey honkie. I asked you if you got a buck," the doorway growled.
Christopher stopped and turned around. "And I said no I didn't."
A black figure edged from the doorway and etched its form against the streetlight glow.
"Sheeit. You mean to tell me you ain't got no money?"
"That's right. If you want money, why don't you get a job?"
"I don't want no job. I just want a buck. You see. And I think maybe you got one." The
figure started toward Christopher, and he felt a strain in his middle-aged, sedentary heart.
"Now why don't you just lel me look in that fat capitalist wallet of yours."
The wallet weighed heavy in Christopher's back pocket. "What do you think, that all
white people are bankers or something?" Christopher wished for the security of his office at
the bank. The black figure kept coming. "All right. All right," screamed the white man, and
his shaking fingers reached for the wallet, the fat, capitalist, white man's wallet with the
white man's money and the white man's pride and the white man's fear folded up inside it.
He reached for his pocket, reached ... and then it was there in his hands.
The black man backed away. "Hey you ain't gonna shoot me are you? All I wanted was a
buck."
The gun was black in the white man's hands. Black with a faint hint of steel blue. Like
veins under black skin.
"You wouldn't shoot a man that just wanted a dollar would ya, I mean a lousy dollar's all
I asked for. He backed away, trying to hide behind the darkness, the black man's darkness
where white men fear to go. But the white man had a taste of power in his hand, the white
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man's power that he wielded with all the sensitivity of an enraged bull, the white man's
power that left black men in the dark. He raised the pistol, the power, oblivious to its
weight, and aimed it into the dark, aimed it back through the centuries. "One dead nigger,"
said the white man. He pulled the trigger and the gun fired, a streak of red fire in the night,
red on black, like blood on black skin; fiery, splitting the darkness and lighting the shadow
of a dead nigger.
"That's one dead nigger."
"But there's two of us."
And there were; one dead, but one alive, very much alive with the black man's life.
"All right then, two dead niggers."
The gun exploded, leaving two fallen figures, still and unbreathing. But there was a third,
breathing the black man's breath through the black man's broad flat nose.
"Three. Three dead niggers." And the white man's finger jerked and of course there were
three.
But of course there was a fourth. The gun flashed and he doubled over, his body knotted
and twisted like the black man's kinky hair. And there was a fifth, but another shot left him
lying in the street, the street that black men know so well.
"Now by god you'll leave me alone. Now I've gotten you all."
But there was another. He walked with the black man's walk, shuffling, both feet always
on the ground. And another, with the black man's arms, strong and powerful and tatooed
with the marks of pain. And another, with the black man's head, bowed, eyes to the ground,
always aware of where he goes. And another, with the black man's rhythm, snapping his
fingers in time to the cadence of the underground, never missing a beat. And more, with the
black man's legs, his back, his fingers. And others, with the black man's brain, his intellect,
his emotions, his blackness, his essence.
Christopher Hatt grudgingly pulled a dollar from his wallet, one dollar from many, and
handed it to a black figure, one among many, the only one he saw. Then he walked away in
darkness as he had come.
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2
I met a Chinaman not long ago, a man with skin so yellow it seemed incandescent. Save
for six hairs, which he had braided into a pigtail, his head was bald. It was shaped like a light
bulb, round and smooth and tapering evenly into a neck.
"Me Chinaman," he said with an Oriental grin.
"American," I answered, though he must have known I was. I could see a certain glint in
his eye, and I'm sure he thought he could see yankee dollar marks in mine. I was fair game
for the inscrutable wisdom of the slant-eyed con man.
"Follow me, Amelican. I intloduce you to beautiful Chinese woman." He started walking
and led me away from my bus stop through a strange part of town where the billboards
showed squiggly characters and the people talked in squiggly sounds. Finally we stopped.
"You wait," he said. He walked off around the corner, and I walked off the other way, back
to the bus stop. I hadn't waited long when a bus pulled in, and who should get off but a
Chinaman with a light bulb head. "Glad you waited, Amelican. Follow me." Back down the
same streets to the same spot where we had separated before. A woman waited there — a
beautiful Chinese woman.
"Now look, I don't want any part of this. I've got to catch a bus."
"Here is beautiful Chinese woman, Amelican. Have fun." He disappeared, demanding not
a dollar.
"Look," I said to the woman, "I've got to catch a bus."
She folded her hands and bowed. I walked back to the bus stop. She followed me. I
waited for the bus again, and though she was standing right next to me, I thought it best to
ignore her. The bus came and an old friend of mind got off. "Say, how are you?" he asked,
shaking my hand. "Fine," I answered, watching the bus pull away.
"Wow! Who's your girl friend?" he asked.
"Just a girl I met. She's Chinese."
"Wow! I can see that she's Chinese," he answered, and I could see that he could. Then he
pulled me aside and whispered, "You through with this chick? Think you could fix me up?"

"Fix you up? Why, maybe I could do that," I said with a Chinaman's grin. "What's it
worth to you?"
He thought a minute. "I'll pay you that hundred I owe you."
"Sounds good to me."
He pulled out his checkbook. 'I'd rather have cash," I said.
"I know you would, I know. And I'd rather pay you in cash, but lately my hundred
dollar bills always bounce. He handed me the check, and as he escorted the lady away he
smiled at me, a bright smile that seemed to illuminate his skin in a pale yellow light. When
they had gone I fed the check to a passing squirrel whose step looked a bit slow. Then I
hailed a cab.
"I'm in a hurry," I said as I slammed the cab door. "I want to go to ..."
"No need to say, Amelican. I take you." I didn't have to look to see his light bulb head
and his Chinaman's smile. We drove down streeets that were by now familiar and stopped in
front of a dirty yellow building. He got out and opened my door. "Follow me, Amelican."
He led me into the building, down the steps, and into the basement. The air was full of
smoke, thick, yellowish smoke, and the floor was covered with Chinamen. My Chinaman
showed me to a cushion on the floor and handed me one end of a long tube. Smoke crept
out of it, and I couldn't see the other end. "Have fun, Amelican." He was gone.
I watched the Chinamen smoking, then tried it myself. I took a few puffs and lay back on
my cushion. I was wondering why there were Chinamen behind by eyelids and by the time I
had figured it out, there was little I could do except heed the Chinaman's advice. Have fun,
Amelican.
Some time later I sat up. My tube had been taken, but I had to catch a bus. I found my
way back to the street.
"Glad I waited, Amelican." He stood by the cab, his light bulb head fairly lighting up the
street. "You get in cab. We go ..."
"No!" I said. "I'm not getting in your cab. I'm just getting out of here."
"What's the matter, Amelican. You no want to have fun." He tried to push me into the
cab. "We go ..."
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"You've gone just one step too far, you bulb headed chink." I grabbed him by the shirt.
He pulled away, tearing the shirt and exposing something dark and square on his chest.
"What the hell?"
"No, Amelican," he cried, trying to cover up his chest. "Yes, Chinaman," I said, and I
pulled his hands away. There on his chest was a light switch. I looked at his head, then back
at the switch. I had to know, so I pushed it, pushed his switch and cut his Chinaman's
current and left him very pale. I looked at his face, its yellow glow extinguished, his smile
gone. "Me Chinaman," he said sulkily as I stared. But I could see it was a facade. "No," I
said, "you're just white folks like the rest of us. I should have known." I walked away.
I still had time to catch the last bus, and I was nearly to the bus stop when I reached a
corner I didn't remember. I was trying to decide which way to go when a robed, bent figure
walked by. The skin on his hands showed yellow, but the rest of his body was enshrouded in
an oriental outfit. Even his head was completely covered with what looked like a large
mandarin pancake. "Which way to the bus stop, Chinaman?" He pointed to my right and
walked on.
I got about a block down the street in the direction he had pointed, when a thought hit
me, a yellowish thought that lit my brain like a light bulb. I turned around and ran, ran in
the direction I had just come, ran toward the Chinaman's pointing finger, toward the bus
stop. I got there just as the last bus pulled away. A man looked out the back window and
waved, and as he waved he touched his chest and a yellow glow appeared in his face, a smile
on his lips.
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Black bird, seeing me
is just beginning to cry
and I cannot see how
the light is always afar
on another wave
Dead bird, laying there
is never noticing me
and I no longer lie
the wave is over me now
in another way
White bird, flying high
is off the tip of a star
and on a second try
the wave is over us all
high, renown
See bird, loving thee
is never hard for a man
when he is on his way
but light is always afar
die, rejoin

jam have hill

bonnie fiske

6 Go to the ant, thou sluggard;
consider her ways, and be wise:
7 Which having no guide, overseer, or
ruler,
8 Provideth her meat in the summer,
and gathereth her food in the harvest.
9 How long wilt thou sleep, 0
sluggard? when wilt thou arise out of
thy sleep?
10 Yet a little sleep? a little slumber,
a little folding of the hands to sleep:
Proverbs 6:6-10

Take my hand
as i reach to grasp
and fail to see;
lead me on
or follow me —
As a man
do i exist,
i slumber,
i sleep —
Out of silence
dangling phrases
hang solid
repeating
over and over,
pausing, pausing ... purring
whirring,
blubbering out words,
bear-gummed
mumblings
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Feet —
walking,
distinct steps
hanging heels on
the cracks
in the sidewalk,
carry me over
cracked and broken bottles
that bite and chew
at shoes brittle with cakes of mud,
stiffened unbending shadows
of a swayback,
smothering in swollen screams
like sticks
licking picket fences,
out of breath
out of breath —
Air thick on my tongue,
cobwebs in the morning,
cling to the air,
molten in a wheezing,
ghost of breath.
i am my own
never more
my own
In some
narrow-railed alley
gurgling, black-holed
belching drain
where spitting cats
hack and cough ...
blind fools
swearing in corners,
and around your feet.
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In likemanner
i come,
i come.
Wash away
Wash away
in a white enameled
basin.
If i take a walk,
if i meet someone
will i know enough
to stop and talk ...
Where did i go before
i was stiff and bored,
melted and poured
molded, into a burlap sack
full of Wrinkles
with holes for eyes
loose dangling strings for ties —
will i hold the potatoes
or the meat;
or will i be an uncasting shadow
trembling
in the shoes on
my feet
Should i forbear
and run like beer
through the drain
that comes from an
early Saturday-morning drunk.
Should, perhaps, i
walk like an accordian
playing inandout, pigeon-toed,
17

Repeating
over and over,
pausing pausing ... purring
whirring,
blubbering out words
i come
one alone
standing, deafanddumb,
chewing
at my thumb ...
Can the Evening
set
while wicker chairs
sit rotting in the weathered sun,
as milk-white termites
sit chewing cuds
at the ankles of the cane.
How should i feel
if i am but mud
spit upon the potter's wheel
slapped and choaked,
squeezed and molded,
beaten senseless into an earthen jar
or finished, and then, perhaps,
folded
because of one unperfect corner,
or an edge flared, unstraight ...
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Blessed are
the candles that melt
bleeding
in horrid gobs;
tears to the twilight
flickering
sooty wrinkles
in the ceiling.

Twilight suckles
the child,
suckles the child ...
i lie flat-backed
swivelling my eyes
up and across the room.
If i arise
should i shave my face?
... I say grace —
I grow tired
of leaning with the walls
and shaking hands
with stair rails
and doorknobs
in the halls ...
With my fingers
can i part
the impatient streak of gray
over the vacant lot
of cloth
where ends are at fray.
Will i cry?
Will i know enough
to die,
or will Dying only know
enough of me —
Out on the edge of darkness
i go half-deserted,
heavy at my knees,
swollen in the depths
of eyelids
in tuffedandtattered
coats i freeze,
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a printed page
yellow old news
lining the drawer,
while weary lips breathe dust,
filmy ripples
as fingers alone run along
the windows,
marring the
glass.
And here I stand alone
waiting for my shadow —
Grace so softly comes
whispering
like breath before a candle.
Death sacrifices me with a dream
i sit dispersed,
cross-legged, squint-eyed
looking into Hell —
and if the cup of my eyes
hold the tea,
my saucer is leaking
as it sits on my knees
and the grounds are under
my gums, my napkin
lightly
stained
The crumbs mingle in the carpet,
as i spread my picnic
to the Ants.
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lappy thooripson
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road to phoenix
Necklace of pale lights ahead
Behind
The fading sun
Lemon yellow on cooling asphalt
Dips in the road
Filled with fleeting smells
Of hot bruised sand
And greasy french fries
Long gone
As the fun of many years ago
As the sudden heat
When we stopped
And laughed
And the wind was still
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jon coniglio

Jamie wyse

PHYLLIS WILLIAMS

ADRIAN BOYER

HOWARD CANNON
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SOLYEAL TO REMEMBER
When in grammar school I was forced, by my parents, to spend every summer down home
in the little town of Toney, Alabama with my grandparents. I had all the recreation that a
country boy could hope for; horseback riding (and when we felt reckless cows, pigs, bull,
and even goats made for good bronco busting,) plenty of swimming holes (this included the
branch that separated my father's parent's farm from my mother's parent's farm,
Limestome creek and the pond in the cow pasture,) and all the fruit I could eat just for the
picking.
All this joy was shared by my uncle Bo who was one year my senior. Bo was the
all-around great American country boy. He could shimmy up a tree faster than any one of
his cats and run barefoot, at full speed, over a field of jagged rocks and I couldn't keep up
with him because of my tender, city-boy feet.
Bo was at the bedside when I was born. We played together since the days when he would
quickly empty his baby bottle, take mind, drain it and hide it out in the woods. After we
got old enough to walk we got into more mischief than two boys are allowed.
There was always an abundance of animals. I never visited the farm without having to be
introduced to five new dogs, five cats, a brood of chickens, and a new killer rooster, That is
to say, a rooster that attacked everybody in sight but was afraid of my grandmother. And
down the road at the Jones' there would always be a new horse or pony. And every evening
after cotton chopping time we could go down and ride as long as we wanted.
One day a new face was welcomed at the farm. It was a tiny black sow with an extra
curly tail and a pair of warm, brown eyes. A friendly grunt and a gentle nudge with her
snout told us that she liked us. Wigglis kept escaping from the pigpen by simply walking out;
her little body slipped easily between the fence rails. After it was discovered that all she
wanted to do was be around people we allowed her to roam free.
One day when the dogs had gathered around to have their stomachs rubbed Wigglis came
around too. Bo called the whole family together to show us a trick that he said he had
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learned. He started off by touching Wigglis on the inside of her back haunch. At this gentle
prodding she laid down and became completely submissive. Then Bo began to rub her
stomach and Wigglis' hind leg began to kick to the rhythm of her master's hand and in no
time she was fast asleep.
All of the dogs got this treatment and after the initiating rub down Wigglis made it a
point to join in every session. The dogs resented it very much but Wigglis paid no attention
to their low growls and pretty soon she was accepted as one of them. She oinked at
strangers and adopted the foremost dog philosophy: "Sniff an object (a tree, for instance)
and if you can't chase it, chew it or fetch it, then piss on it."
After all the chickens were gone the pigs were the only animals that received a fairly
decent meal ("Ya'll boys go slop dem dere hogs," as I recall it.)The dogs and cats just had to
take what they could get which would be an occasional table scrap now and then. This way
they were kept on the verge of starvation. And when that long awaited scrap came all the
dogs leapt at it but only one could get it and whatever dog that happened to be was
immediately ripped asunder by the losers. If the dogs hadn't caught an occasional rabbit I
am sure that they would have starved.
Since Wigglis was running with dogs this was the way that she had to get her nourishment.
One day someone whistled and all of the dogs came running; Wigglis was right in the middle
of them. And when the coveted prize was thrown (which may have been a piece of corn
bread or stale biscuit) it was every dog for himself and every dog went for it. When the
smoke had cleared Wigglis emerged chomping on the spoils. Allis, the leader of the pack,
immediately sank his teeth into Wigglis' tail. Wigglis about faced and bit that stupid dog
right back. And in so doing established herself as top dog.
The cats were no better off and they couldn't get into that kind of competition but they
had their share of delicacies ...
My grandmother was deathly afraid of serpents. And one day when she was sitting on the
living room couch deeply involved in her knitting one of the cats dragged something that she
"didn't notice too plain at first" through an open window, over her shoulder, across her lap
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and into the bedroom. A minute later she decided to go see what it was. When she reached
the bedroom she saw a trail of blood that lead under the bed. She looked but it was too
dark to see anything. She groped with her hand and felt something but didn't know what it
was by feel. So she went and got the flashlight and looked again. We were playing in the
yard when we heard a blood curdling scream. Upon arriving at the rescue all we could make
out through her babbling was :"Under the bed!" We looked under the bed and there was the
cat, calmly chewing on a four foot long black snake.
Wigglis lived and grew with us. She caused a great deal of concern when she rooted up
gaping holes in the front lawn. We never knew that one pig could cause such massive
destruction just by rubbing it's nose on the ground. It looked like someone had run amuck
with a plow. Nevertheless Bo and the neighbors loved her and they built her a feeding
trough and she began to eat like a pig should. She grew big, fat and lazy and fonder of the
stomach rubbings.
One day when Wigglis was lounging with the dogs under the big oak tree grandaddy
Beasly whistled and she came running just like at any other time. When he had touched her
in the familiar spot she lay down just like at any other time. Grandaddy Beasly rubbed her
belly affectionately and when Wigglis was falling asleep he brandished the big butchering
knife and calmly slit her throat from ear to ear.
Suddenly Wigglis, with a shock, realized that she had been tricked. She lept to her feet
and did a mad ten yard dash. There she began to stagger and when she realized that she
could run no more she looked at her murderer sadly and sank to her knees. With a barely
audible grunt her hind quarters dropped to the ground. And as the dogs gathered around to
lap her blood she rolled over onto her side. She was breathing heavily when they threw her
onto the bed of the truck and carted her off to an awaiting vat of scalding water.
When the summer ended I said good-bye to the farm and the animals. It would be the
same thing next year.
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To impound enforced feelings
into a cage
their existence entombed
with a concrete vault
infects, saps, then ruptures
the vessels of their intentions.
Soaring liberty now
bound to the earth by chains.
For I cannot string them
on a chain around
this wrist and simply pluck
them off at will.
Reflecting moments come
abruptly, not
through chiseling and grinding
entangled frayed emotions
until the fragmented morsels
jell earthbound
to form a plaster cast
which shields its contents.

IAN WETNT
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scott sanders
ink

mike hobbs
charcoal
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PHYLLIS WILLIAMS

holding autumn leaves
to the suna golden-mirrored reflection
of you
on a summer-baked beachthey fall free and
like you
move with the wind...
and time moves
summer to autumn.
i watch
as yesterday
is caught
in the wind of the
coming winter.

JACKIE OSBORNE
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kendra brown
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TERESA% LITTLE

waking in the night,
burrowing my senses
out from their quilted cap,
the refridgerator hums
sleep. . .sleep. ..sleep,
but from behind
the window's frame,
the street light
is coaxing.
a dog's toenails,
blunted from his nightly
cat chase,
clatter on the road
inviting me out into the illusions of darkness,
exiting in house shoes and terrycloth robe,
i am christened
by a drop of water
falling from a pinto gutter.
i am without conflict
as one sleeping;
for i sense that,
in sleep,
all is one
without fault or merit.
its drowsy fields
are not disputed
or sought after
with greed or evil intent.
in sleep,
one needs no face and mind
but his own,
night is absolute self-identity,
and i am so very tired. .. .
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ant pappy

SEMIURGE

"Six days or so is all we need
to throw together something we'd
Get blessed by nearly any bleeding heart foundation."
Thus spake the Chairman to Committee
(Faces void, unmoved) — a pity
That they didn't demonstrate
A strong impulse to innovate.
Instead they whined, "We'll cogitate,
Evaluate, deliberate
Your program so precipitate
That violates tradition."
(In other words, "Let there be light"
Brought forth a mumbled, "Not too bright.")
So Chairman warned, "I'll dominate!"
And scorned their snide, "We'll hesitate,"
On which of them to terminate.
He did not think negotiating suited his position —
(His power to humiliate
Any egghead obdurate
Enough not to cooperate).
Meanwhile, the vulgars vegetatEd. Grading standards gravitatEd. Any grit could graduate
When all around was vacillating chaos, inanition.
And when they stood like sticks of wood
And parents asked whatever should
Become of this, their brainless brood
The Chairman saw that it was good.
Committee also said they could
Not praise enough this woundrous studEnt body, their creation.

Charles Johnson

torn grabenstein
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WINNY'S STAR
His name was Winnepauhanacakan, but it was usually shortened to Winny, and he was a
god. Oh, he was not a very wise god, and he was certainly not at all powerful. But a god he
was, and he had come from most enviable divine stock. His grandfather had been the first to
create stars, and his father had been the one to originally place these stars into
constellations. Somehow, though, the third generation had fallen miserably short of the
magnificent standards of the previous two. That he was thus a constant source of shame and
embarrassment to his immediate forebears is of little wonder.
His inadequacy had first shown in his early days at the school of divine studies. He had
failed consistently such easy courses as Elementary Miracles and Minor Creations. As the
aeons passed, he began to skip millennia after millennia of classes. At these times he was
quite often to be found lying about some odd world or other creating tiny creatures. These
creatures, though they were usually more grotesque than divine, were Winny's joy.
Despite his very poor academic record, Winny was there with his classmates on graduation
day. He, like all the others, received his certification as a competent and adult deity.
Everyone knew, of course, that if his grandfather had not donated the universe in which the
school was located, he would not have made it. Whatever the reason, make it he did!
Then, without school, he had absolutely nothing to do. So he was free to spend his full
time at what had always been his favorite, and only, hobby. Within a short time following
his graduation, he had managed to populate a vast number of minor planets with his
misshapen creations. Though this was, in itself, completely harmless, it wakened his father
to the need of finding Winny some useful occupation. But, for such as Winny, this could be
no easy task, even for a god of great caliber. The thought of taking Winny into a partnership
had been explored and quickly abandoned. A partnership meant constant companionship,
and this was a thought Winny's father could not bear. He had also tried to place him in one
of the divine corporations, but no one was having any of Winny. At a virtual dead end for
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ideas, Winny's father sought the advice of his own sire.
"Tell you what," said the elder, "I've just recently picked up a little bit or property out
on the edge of everything. Oh, it's not much more than a convenient tax write off, but its
perfect for Winny. We'll set him up in his own universe, out where no one is likely to
witness any mess he might make." Thus was it decided.
They found Winny at his now constant occupation. The planet he had chosen this time
was on the outskirts of one of his father's tenement universes. It was small, drab and in
every other way imaginable, unattractive. As they came near, they could see the latest
object of Winny's creativity. They gagged, or did what deities do when they feel like
gagging.
"Winny," said the grandfather, "can't you even do this right?" Winny's father rolled his
eyes, and a new star appeared. He shrugged, and five planets were born. In his final
exasperation, he simply sighed, and two magnificent,glorious creatures were created. Winny,
looking at his toys, blushed. They were, he had to agree, rather odd. He continued to blush
as his grandfather recounted the decision which had been made on Winny's future.
The older god descended to the planet where Winny reclined. Settling himself, he looked
intently at Winny. The youngster seemed both happy and afraid. Well, perhaps afraid was
not exactly right. Maybe apprehensive would be more apt. The elder continued. "Of course,
there's a lot of work to be done before it can rightly be called a universe. For instance, there
are no stars ..." He had trailed off and was looking steadily at Winny. "Uh, you can create a
star, can't you? Why anyone could create a star!" But, well, this was Winny!
Winny puzzled for a while. Finally, he spoke, haltingly. "I've never actually tried." The
older gods were relieved. If he had never tried, then he had never failed.
His father turned and picked an empty spot in the void. "Watch, Winny," he said, "watch
carefully. I'm going to do this very slowly, so that you can see how its done."
His father then turned, swelled himself and, as if it were nothing, created a star. He did
very slowly this time, so that Winny could watch every detail. First, just before him, there
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began a slow glowing. It next began to grow, at first in brilliance alone, and then in size as
well. Finally, still growing, it receded, picking up speed as it went. It was soon so far away
that it seemed to diminish in size, becoming at last only a point of light in its appointed
home. Quite frankly, Winny was awed. No one, he thought with pride, could create a star
like his father could. No one, that is, except his grandfather. But Winny had been overawed.
He had not watched the technique closely enough.
"Could I see it again?" He had almost been afraid to ask. He could almost feel his father's
frustration. His request was fulfilled, however, And then again, and again. It was repeated so
often that the two older gods had soon overpopulated the heavens of this universe with
brilliance. His father had gone so far as to arrange a number of attractive constellations.
Winny could have watched for the next few eternities, but at last, he felt he was ready for
an attempt of his own.
"I'll try one now," he stammered. Moving up from his reclining position, he emulated his
father. He swelled himself, and concentrated as he had never done before. Hope bounded
forth in the two spectators. There, just in front of Winny, was a throbbing, pulsating point
of light. It began to grow. It looked at this point as if Winny would finally succeed at
something! But then, with the accompaniment of dashing hopes, it became evident the star
would reach no more brilliance than the dull glowing of initiation. And the size was stunted
as well! Why, this star could not even match the size of the pitiful orb on which the three
rested. As for reaching its appointed position in the heavens, the thing came to rest, hanging
so very near the little planet.
The father and grandfather, crestfallen, looked at a dejected Winny. Finally, the grandsire
spoke. "Chin up, Winny. You'll improve with practice." The words were voiced, but there
was no weight of conviction with them.
They lost little time in departing then, to escort Winny to his new universe. Behind them
they left the planet, populated with Winny's odd creations. The miserable creatures stood,
awed and reverent, viewing Winny's star. Winny's pitiful little star.
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tommy written poems
Diplomacy is by pen and sword
I have but my Banana
and
Butter knife
To those who think
These lines are acid
I appeal
To humanus litmus.

View of a Master Plumber
He sweats a nice joint
To a Behaviorist
A kiss is but
Lips touching

There are no end to waves
Let us still troubled waters
Rejoicing
in a babbling brook

tom jernigan
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